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$1 TRILLION CYBER-SECURITY PROBLEM
Enterprises are increasingly moving from on-premise storage to cloud storage because of greater user mobility and realtime collaboration applications. However, the biggest risk and largest cost involved in migrating a business to the cloud
is in cyber-security. For every $1 spent on cloud storage $4 is spent on security to protect that storage. Nonetheless, for
every $4 spent on cyber-security around $25 is still lost to cyber-crime. Despite the best efforts of the $150 Billion cybersecurity industry, losses to cyber-crime are now approaching US$1 Trillion annually. Instead of adding multiple security
layers on top of storage, a new approach integrating both storage and security at a granular level is now required.

THE CRYPTYK SOLUTION
CRYPTYK is the first single vendor cloud storage and security solution for enterprise,
enterprise at less
than half the cost of conventional multi-vendor offerings. This decentralized hybrid
platform provides for low latency, encrypted cloud storage with built-in passive protection
against all external, internal, viral and operational threats. It combines the speed,
scalability and reliability of global cloud storage providers with the immutability and
security of the blockchain. The result is a “one-size-fits-all’ solution for both enterprises
and their individual clients. Cryptyk’s passively secure storage solution is effectively “safeto-hack” and offers businesses and enterprises vastly superior security at lower operating
costs. In addition, enterprise customers can generate new revenue streams by offering
retail customers secure storage in a white-label format that leverages our B  B  C
business model. This solution eliminates the profit for hackers and adds to their risk.
Cryptyk doesn’t try to prevent the inevitable
inevitable security breaches … instead it ensures that
anything stolen is useless to the hacker and leaves breadcrumbs on the blockchain.
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Cryptyk technology can be tailored to suit any enterprise, business or consumer environment. However, we are
currently focused on building solutions with partner customers for use cases where privacy and security are critical.
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